Wohnheim Weststadt • Münchenstraße/Ecke Emsstraße • 38120 Braunschweig

The student residence "Weststadt" was built in 1992. The location of this modern complex is ideal for students at the University of Art (HBK). The rooms are organised in group accommodation with two to four places. The spacious kitchens are typical meeting places. There are even several studio flats for artists.

Distances:
Technical University: 5 km
University of Art (HBK): 1.5 km
UAS: 200 m

Operator
Studentenwerk OstNiedersachsen

Places
231 Places

Rent deposit
The deposit is one monthly rent.

Duration of housing
Tenancies are generally for a maximum of five years. Short-term rental contracts are for a minimum of one month. "Guests" (interns etc.) are only accepted for one year.

Internet access
Yes

TV connection
Yes

Shared facilities
Car parking spaces, lockable bike parking spaces, recreation room, central washing machine and dryer room

Shopping and infrastructure (supermarket, post office, bank, etc.)
Supermarket (350 m)

Recreation and culture
Park (250 m)

Special deals for students with children / families
The Studentenwerk runs two nursery schools which are located in the surrounding of the TU. Children of an age between two months and three years are welcomed. The kids of students have priority, however, those of non-students are considered, too.

Last update: 08-2019

Single apartment

Description
Size: 43 square metres, furnished
Rent excluding costs for electricity.
Price
624 EUR / month

Places
1

---

**Single room in 2-, 3- or 4-person flat shares**

**Description**
Size: 13-19 square metres, furnished
The doublets can also be rented by couples.

**Price**
267 up to 331 EUR / month

**Places**
228

---

**Single room in studio apartment**

**Description**
Size: 15-20 square metres
Room in 2-person flat share, furnished

**Price**
282 up to 331 EUR / month

**Places**
2

---

**Standard application procedure**

**Application requirements**
Students for which the Student Administration OstNiedersachsen is responsible. If there are rooms still available, students from other universities, who can give evidence for the reason of their (temporary) stay (internship, work shadowing), will be accepted as well.

**Application deadline**
You can submit the application as soon as possible. The application for a place in the waiting list is completely without obligation. You need not even be registered at a university in order to be put on the waiting list. Only after you have been received and accepted the offer will the rental contract become valid.
No application deadline.

**Application**
You can fill in an application form for accommodation online [https://tl1host.eu/SWBS/#home].

Your request will be included in the preregistration list and vacant rooms will be offered to interested persons in order of registration. Please react to an offer within eight days. Otherwise the Studentenwerk will assume that you are not interested in the accommodation anymore.

---

**Exchange students**

The International Office applies on behalf of exchange students for a room in a dormitory upon request. The relevant document and further information will be provided together with the Letter of Acceptance.

---

**Additional information**

The fact that you received a place to study does not mean that you have got a place at the student dormitory: you must apply for accommodation separately.
The expected waiting time (based on the number of reservations and expectations about those moving out or accommodation) is given in the application. The waiting times can be very long, especially at the beginning of the semester, so you should apply in time.

ADDRESS AND CONTACT

Wohnheim Weststadt
Münchenstraße/Ecke Emsstraße
38120 Braunschweig
Tel. +49 531 39 14 827
Fax +49 531 39 11 66 48 27

Operator:
Studentenwerk OstNiedersachsen
Contact via email [mailto:c.luecke@stw-on.de]
Visit website [https://www.stw-on.de/en/braunschweig/live/live/wohnheim-weststadt/]

Nearest stop/station (public transportation):
Emsstraße: Tram M3, M5

Copy this link: daad.de/go/en/wf468

Disclaimer: We have taken great care in collecting and evaluating the information provided in the "Student Residence Finder". However, the DAAD and Content5 assume no responsibility for possible inaccuracies. For binding information and application details, please contact the responsible Studentenwerk.